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Skills & Focus Areas 

Inspiring and teaching future in-
novators. 

Creating game-changing new 
products, services, business mod-
els and educational experiences. 

Building capability in rigorous, 
human- centered innovation. 

Education & Higher Ed Roles 

Adjunct Professor: School of En-
gineering Design, Technology  & 
Professional Programs, Penn 
State University, 2020-21 

Executive in Residence: Technol-
ogy Entrepreneurship & Commer-
cialization, NC State Univ., 2020 

Innovator in Residence: Founder 
& Adjunct Professor for the Inter-
sect CPG Innovation Accelerator 
course,  Northwestern University, 
McCormick School of Engineering, 
Segal Design Institute, 2015-16  

Industry Sponsor, Behavioral Sci-
ence for Innovation - Advanced 
Research Program: Human Deci-
sion Making & Innovation Adop-
tion, Univ. of Michigan, Bio-social 
Methods Collaborative, & NTU 
Singapore, DEON Lab, 2016-17 

Certified Professional Innovator 
Certificate, Ross School of Busi-
ness, Univ. of Michigan, 2016-17 

MS (eqiv.) Technical Manage-
ment, P&G Advanced Learning 
Conference, 1987-88 

BS ChemE, Honors, 3rd in class, 
University of Toledo, 1982 

Leadership Roles and Key Accomplishments 

Since creating TransOrbital Dynamics in 2019, I’ve helped discover new product plat-

forms, strengthened organization design for innovation, and built new partnerships 

between industry and academia for major pharma and consumer goods clients. 

In my 35 years at Procter & Gamble I helped build some of the world’s largest and 

most iconic brands, and also some of the smallest. I led global communities of thou-

sands and teams of a few visionary individuals. I created and launched many suc-

cessful product initiatives, & crafted numerous patented product designs (47 granted 

patents). I also worked hard to improve how innovation was done. I regularly sought 

out non-traditional leadership roles as these were where I could make the greatest 

difference, learn the most, and keep pushing the boundaries of what’s possible. 

P&G University-accelerated Innovation Program (2008—2017) 

My most recent success before retirement was creation of P&G’s University-

accelerated Innovation program with university partners Northwestern, Michigan and 

NTU Singapore, which accomplished three objectives:  

Unleashed more transformative innovation into the world through scalable industry/

academia partnerships focused on innovation projects & behavioral research. 

Created better educational experiences for graduate students in integrated design, 

engineering & business while creating a pipeline of renaissance innovators for P&G.  

Synthesized the best innovation paradigms, frameworks and practices from the 

many competing approaches taught and practiced around the world into a thoroughly 

modern, state of the art approach that has been successfully applied in both academ-

ia and industry. See attached portfolio for highlights. 

In the course of this work, I helped build curriculum, strengthened degree programs, 

created multi-$M research initiatives, and built a global thought leader network which 

included colleagues at Carnegie Mellon, Penn State, SUTD Singapore and TU Delft. 

Other Select Leadership Roles at P&G 

Global Products Research Community of Practice (2004-2010) - >1500 enroll-

ment/20% of R&D. Expanded contributions and capability for the entire community. 

Revised and renewed the org design & culture, greatly expanded the training curricu-

lum, introduced new research methods and crafted comprehensive knowledge-

sharing, connection-making, and collaboration processes and tools. Products Re-

search was founded by P&G in 1923 to enable rigorous human-centered design and 

innovation, and was unique in industry for decades, further explained in this article. 

Transformative Platform Technologies Commercial Opportunity Discovery 

(2016-2017) - Numerous >$B product/service/community opportunities identified uti-

lizing behavioral science and a fast, reproducible, scalable proto-cycle approach.  

Behavioral Science for Innovation Program (2005-2017) - which led to adoption of 

robust behavioral experiments as the best way to guide innovation, replacing tradi-

tional market research methods . Scaled to hundreds of P&G initiatives.  

https://www.transorbitaldynamics.com/#home
https://us.pg.com/
https://www.transorbitaldynamics.com/blog/printro
https://www.linkedin.com/in/robbolsen/


Resources of a BigCo, Agility of Startup, in an Academic Setting 

The primary accomplishment of my Innovator in Residence tenure at Northwestern was crea-

tion of the Intersect CPG program (now complet-

ing its 5th year). This validated a hypothesis I had 

long held that if we combined the deep domain 

knowledge of a big successful company with the agility and focus 

of a startup, it would unleash much bigger, more successful inno-

vation than either could accomplish alone. This is indeed the case. 

The “startup” was the multi-disciplined graduate student team 

(business, engineering, design, marketing communication), angel 

funded by P&G for a quarter.  P&G provided the starting consum-

er, business and technology hypotheses and high levels of coach-

ing and access to relevant data and expertise during the term. I 

structured the course to provide three full rounds of primary 

consumer research starting with in-context ethnography, 

and a set of innovation frameworks to guide hypothesis for-

mation and testing, including both Lean Design Thinking 

(p3) and a choice of business model canvases (my Living 

Business Model, or Osterwald’s Business Model Canvas).  

The output was remarkable, with the teams progressing 

from idea to fundable proposition in just 10 weeks (the dura-

tion of winter quarter).  The teams produced a complete 

business model with evidence and analysis to support 

choices, a sponsor pitch with clear paths to market +  paths 

to profit and scale, a compelling consumer-facing pitch, and direct evidence from fast cycle prototype design & 

testing that the innovation would be adopted by the target audience.  A mid-term data-based pivot of target con-

sumers or product proposition was also and option. 

Intersect CPG was a win for all involved. Students got a 

very high quality entrepreneurial learning experience 

that many said was the highlight of their masters stud-

ies, while P&G received exceptional holistic innovation 

propositions that would have taken vastly longer to pro-

duce internally (or not been done at all).  

Based on the success of Intersect CPG, I created an 

internal version, Intersect P&G, that created even 

stronger results, with several $B in market potential 

identified. I look forward to continuing to build out 

the Hybrid Startup approach. https://design.northwestern.edu/courses/descriptions/495-40.html  

Innovator In Residence 
Northwestern University 
Segal Design Institute 

Crafting the “Hybrid Startup” 
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One of the most effective ways to "do" Innovation is to combine the best of Lean 

Startup with Design Thinking, seasoned with a healthy dose of Products Research and 

Behavioral Science for rigor. Lean Design Thinking™ works better and faster than any 

of the individual constructs alone, yet is no more complicated.  LDT wraps the classic 

Design Thinking activities in modern fast cycle hypotheses testing. Further, each DT 

activity is paired with a focused set of "whats" that accelerate progress. For example, Empathize 

calls for a focus on human tasks (or jobs), experiences, and outcomes, in context. Define calls for 

us to understand tensions in the current experience and aspirations at both the task and life levels. 

Ideate in the original Design Thinking model is replaced with the stronger Hypothesize. The pur-

pose of Prototype then becomes to express the key hypotheses and killer issues in the simplest 

way that enables a hypothesis to be quickly tested. Learn replaces Test, shifting focus to synthesiz-

ing the output of the cycle where hypotheses are confirmed, modified or discarded. Any cycle may 

lead to a Pitch or Pivot. Lean Design Thinking is an evolution of what I taught in my Intersect CPG 

class at Northwestern, and I currently use this in my consulting work as well with great success. 

Integrated Innovation Frameworks 

Lean Design 
Thinking™ 
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Brands are really fascinating things. So much effort is put into the activities surround-

ing brands, that many miss the fundamental nature of brands, i.e., that brands are 

learned. The implications for innovation are profound: Brand experiences must be de-

signed to create the right kinds of human learning in the right contexts such that the 

learning leads to desired behaviors of brand trial, repurchase/adoption, and advocacy. 

Domains. I’ve found it useful to categorize the different sources of brand experience into four do-

mains: Physical (classically, products), Narrative (classically advertising, but in today’s world, so 

much more), Community, and Service.  Building a successful, modern brand requires deliberate de-

sign in all four domains. Both startups and BigCos often omit one or more domains to their detriment. 

Learning a Brand. Behaviorally, brands are just shortcuts for human decision-making.  They are 

represented by words and logos, but those are not the brand. Each brand is simply the sum total of 

that which an individual has learned to associate with the brand. Different kinds of experiences in-

volve different types of human learning and carry different learning strengths. For example, negative 

episodic learning, like being hurt by a branded product during use, is very strong, requiring only one 

incident to influence future behavior, namely “I’ll never buy that brand again!”.  All four learning 

modes below can generate brand learning, either positive or negative, and those who craft brand ex-

periences, from engineers to marketers to coders, need to understand and apply these principles. 

• Associative learning

• Episodic learning

• Enculturation/Socialization

• Play

Intersect Brand Experience Innovation Framework
Brands are LEARNED, in Four Domains: Physical, Narrative, Community & Service

Copyright 2016 Robb Olsen

the source of new human learning that becomes “brand equity” & 
a shortcut for choice

Integrated Innovation Frameworks 

Brand Experience 
Innovation 
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Tide CleanKit was my last major development 

for P&G’s Fabric Care business (2010-15). The 

strategic goal was to create a new high end 

packaging experience that would drive consumer loyalty 

and add a new dimension to Tide and Ariel brand equity 

that could be leveraged for many generations of packag-

ing innovation.  Specifically, CleanKit: 

 Resolved all six of the current tensions in the laundry 

usage experience that related to packaging: mess, 

get it all out, simplification, measuring desired dos-

age, handling and right for me. 

 Delivered on aspirations like *worthy of display* and 

*moments of pleasure* in an otherwise mundane 

task, a real breakthrough for the category. 

 Created a new durable/ reload Business Model that 

would grow the category as well as improve profit. 

 Split the design into durable components optimized 

for great UX & reload components optimized for sus-

tainability and cost, enabling a strong pipeline of fu-

ture benefits built on enhancing the durable. 

Clean Kit was introduced 

on Amazon and was well 

loved by those who pur-

chased it. However, a 

flawed business model 

and poor path to market 

choices by senior leaders 

led to withdrawal. Many 

lessons were learned. My 

personal unit is still in 

use some 5 years later, 

as is true for many other 

CleanKit team members! 

Tide Clean Kit in its natural environment, a laundry room. 

Joy of discovery, opening Clean Kit for the first time. 

CleanKit journey map, eliminating 11 dosing steps. 

Patented CleanKit dosing cup enables desired dosing 

and pretreating experience, eliminates mess.  

Select Products & Patents 

Tide Clean Kit 
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Dosie (the dispenser spout and measuring cap) 

was a super-fast but critically important strategic 

design intervention to enable global role-out of a 

much improved and standardized liquid laundry bottle 

across all non-US markets. The project represented an 

investment of $100’s of millions in new molds, global 

supply chain and supporting marketing campaigns. The 

original doser design from a supplier was a messy disas-

ter in many markets, as you can see from the picture 

bottom left, threatening the program.  The middle picture 

shows Dosie in action, with it’s extremely well controlled, 

mess free pouring. In addition, drain back from cap to 

bottle was mess free as well due to careful design of the 

cap/dispenser interface.   

I had fun prioritizing this work as a break from leadership 

of overall category packaging strategy, immersing myself 

in fast cycle problem definition and product design. From 

problem to solution was an 

8 week sprint of research 

and prototyping across four 

continents. I led all the con-

sumer, technical, aesthetic 

and messaging design.  I 

created a unique spout with 

controlled air venting re-

mote from the discharge of 

the spout, the subject of the 

patent shown, and even 

dusted off a few fluid dy-

namics skills to calculate 

vent and spout dimensions.  

Worked great, and the de-

sign and it’s derivatives are 

still on the market. 

Dosie on shelf in Latin America 

Brazilian consumer experiences Dosie controlled pour. 

The previous doser (left) and associated mess. 

Select Products & Patents 

Dosie Dispenser 
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These are my two favorite product and initiative 

designs from the first half of my P&G career, as 

they reset consumer expecta-

tions by solving fundamental 

physical and consumer experi-

ence problems with menstrual pads (Class 1 Medical 

Devices). They also drove business growth & have con-

tinued to provide competitive advantage decades after 

introduction. 

Flexi-Wings applies a unique patented material modifi-

cation to make otherwise high modulus polymer films 

stretchy. I created designs to apply this stretch to winged 

pads, allowing the wings to conform to panty curves 

without bunching the panty or the pad, significantly in-

creasing wearing comfort and leak protection, and driv-

ing consumer choice in favor of products with this fea-

ture. 3D measurement & modeling of global panty 

shapes in situ provided critical design requirements. 

Secure Fit is a way to control pad deformation during 

interaction with complex and dynamic human anatomy 

during wear. I developed numerous solutions to this 

problem, and we went to market with the most scalable, 

compression of the absorbent core material in a carefully 

designed pattern that, when combined with the local 

anatomy, caused the pad to deform in a controlled, 

rounded W shape. This provided improved but gentle 

body contact, reduced leakage, and enhanced comfort. 

We conducted many rounds of fast cycle prototyping and 

human wear tests with both consumers and medical 

models to come up with the final designs.  

Initial results grew Always market share >10%, and be-

cause of their longevity in market (as demonstrated by 

the recent package images at left), have a combined 

NPV in excess of $2B.  

Select Products & Patents 

Always Flexi-Wings 
& Secure Fit 

NPV >$2B 

Recent Always pack showing Flexi-Wings & Secure Fit 

Flexi-Wings on package claims. 

Diagrams from Flexi-Wings and Secure Fit patents. 
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In addition to building the curriculum for Intersect CPG (p2), my partner and I redesigned 

the entire PR training curriculum during our tenure as Products Research Community of 

Practice Co-leaders (2004-2010) to better reflect the latest advances in the relevant innova-

tion sciences: Qualitative and quantitative consumer research, behavioral and digital research meth-

ods, statistical analysis, and innovation frameworks. Many of the courses are reflected in the chart 

below, though certain advanced courses were offered via more targeted communications. 

We worked with the best internal and external leaders in each field to craft up-to-date content and to 

lead the teaching. We shifted the focus to flipped classrooms and highly experiential learning vs. the 

previous focus on lecture, and increased the rigor of each class as well.  Finally, we carefully de-

fined the new capabilities each student would acquire as a result of completing the course, and 

made sure we actually delivered. Fast cycles of class design, pilots, and feedback were used to 

quickly optimize the learning experiences and maximize the impact on global innovation capability. 

Curriculum Development 

24 New & Updated 
Products Research 

Courses 
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How to explain P&G’s PRIDE Symposi-

um? Biennial renewal? Innovation 

knowledge & skills trade show? Week 

long party with 2000 of your closest Products Re-

search and Marketing friends?  C-suite showcase? 

Ultimate internal networking event? The PRIDE 

Symposia were all of these and more! In addition, 

designing the content architecture and vetting the 

keynotes, 40+ workshops and 100+ booths gave 

me incredible insight into the full 

breadth of innovation at P&G. 

Renewal was important because 

Products Research was unique in 

industry, and we had to work hard 

to sustain and evolve our culture. 

Trade show was important be-

cause all 1500 of us in PR were 

tackling product design, initiative 

creation, and innovation 

strategy, and could apply 

much of what our col-

leagues were learning and 

doing in other parts of the 

world if we could just find 

out about it.  

And Party? Well, PR is 

hard, lonely work at times. 

We needed it!  

Each symposium set rec-

ords for attendance 

(including all senior lead-

ers up through CEO), im-

pact on innovation capabil-

ity (>$250M), and left me 

with many cherished mem-

ories. 

Event Design & Capability Development 

P&G PRIDE* Symposia 
2005-2009 

*Products Research Invents Delightful Experiences 
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University of Michigan, Ross School of Busi-

ness, Invited Speaker, 2020 

National Technological University, Singa-

pore, Invited Speaker, 2016 

Carnegie Mellon University, Integrated Inno-

vation Institute Speakers Series, 2015, 2016 

University of Michigan, Design Science Collo-

quium, 2015 

Northwestern University,  

Segal Design Institute 

Speakers Series , 2014 

Topics centered on the 

past, present and future of 

innovation, building on in-

sights from my 35 years at 

P&G, partnerships with ac-

ademia, and recent results 

of innovation model devel-

opment & application. 

With MATSUMOTO, David et al. Facial Behaviors 

and Emotional Reactions in Consumer Research. 
Acta de investigación psicol. 2011, vol.1, n.3, pp.441-453. 

On LinkedIn (click to view on-line) 

Much more is available via 

my TransOrbital Dynamics 

website and on LinkedIn: 

www.TransOrbitalDynamics.com 

www.linkedin.com/in/robbolsen  

Engaging, Sharing, Inspiring 

Speaking, Workshops, 
& Articles 
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Senior Leaders 

John Pepper, CEO, Retired, Procter & Gamble 

“That is an exciting set of insights you have sent me.  Mind-opening; clear cut.  They are clearly stated; concise. Your 
analysis is trenchant.  Thank you for allowing me to forward this material.  I’m going to do so with David Taylor (current 
P&G CEO) and Kathy Fish (current Chief Innovation & R&D Officer).  I’ll probably share a copy with Gordon Brunner 
(retired head of R&D).  I know how interested he’ll be in it, and agree.  This is a great example of something I’ve long known:  You 
are a creative, disciplined thinker.  You saw these realities long before most of us did. Thank you for sharing them with me.” 2020  

Colleagues 

Elizabeth Twohy, Research Fellow, Retired, Procter & Gamble 

“Robb, it has been a privilege to have shared this time at P&G with you.  For as long as I can remember, you have 
pushed past the barriers of understanding consumers to get to richer consumer insights, to create more delight with 
breakthrough new products, and to teach multiple generations of products researchers.  From the early days of Deeper 
Insights and DEPTH in DEPTH, to identifying the foundational tools for studying unconscious reactions, to creating the amazing 
partnerships with Northwestern, U of M, and NTU – your passion to learn more and learn better has been contagious within the 
organization.  I am so grateful to have been able to go along for the ride with you!   As I always say to my son (who is an extremely 
creative artist) I wish I could see the world through your eyes, and I feel the same about you, as you have a vision for what’s possi-
ble that is both incredibly inspiring and so far beyond my ability to comprehend.  I have loved being able to get glimpses here and 
there as you created new capabilities, and then with hindsight been blown away when seeing the impact and realized that this was 
just a part of what you had imagined.  Thank you for your support in trusting me to help pilot and experiment with you and your 
patience with my endless questions, especially when there were hundreds of others like me asking the same ones!” 2017 

Dr. Edward Colgate, Co-founder, Engineering Design Innovation, Northwestern University 

“Robb made the “Kingdom of the Mundane” genuinely exciting.  He created new products, new job descriptions, a new 
career path. He did it his way, he got things done, he built relationships.  Robb had a big impact on a lot of lives!”  2018 

Susan Wilking, Section Manager, Transformative Platform Technologies, Procter & Gamble 

“Robb, your enthusiasm for learning & opportunistic energy draw people in, while you paint the picture of how our col-
lective strengths can change the world.  You’re the best partner I’ve ever had and a role model I admire.   I aspire to pay 
forward the lessons you have taught me.” 2018 

Intersect CPG Students 

Bo Gustafsson, Vice President, Tritium Partners 

“Favorite class during my time in the Kellogg MMM program! You did a fantastic job putting that together!” 

Nicholas Daniel Phillips, Founder & Designer, Studio 2133 

“Intersect CPG was definitely a highlight of my time at NU both as a student and later as a Teaching Assistant!”  

Cindy Koh, Graduate Student and Teaching Assistant, Northern Illinois University 

“Robb was an excellent educator and demonstrated genuine passion in his craft as he taught our class at the Segal De-
sign Institute. Our team learned a lot from him and loved his approach and generosity in sharing knowledge and providing 
guidance.” 
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